Localizing the nitroxide group of fatty acid and voltage-sensitive spin-labels in phospholipid bilayers.
The intramembrane locations of several spin labeled probes in small egg phosphatidylcholine (egg PC) vesicles were determined from the enhancement of the 13C nuclear spin lattice relaxation of the membrane phospholipid. Electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) spectroscopy was also used to measure the relative environmental polarities of the spin labels in egg PC vesicles, ethanol and aqueous solution. The binding location of the spin label group was determined for a pair of hydrophobic ion spin labels, a pair of long chain amphiphiles, and three stearates containing doxyl groups at the 5, 10 and 16 positions. The nuclear relaxation results indicate that the spin label groups on the stearates are located nearer to the membrane exterior than the analogous positions of the unlabeled phospholipid acyl chains. In addition, the spin label groups of the hydrophobic ions and long chain amphiphiles are located near the acyl chain methylene immediately adjacent to the carboxyl group. The relative polarities, determined by the EPR technique, are consistent with the nuclear relaxation results. This information, when combined with information on their electrical properties, allows for an assessment of the conformation and position of these voltage sensitive probes in membranes.